Qatar World Cup 2022
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Our titles linked to sports events of maximum interest
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| Editorial content sponsorship

Sponsorship of the 1x1 of the Spanish National Team
Capitalize on the key information of the World Cup: “La Roja”

Mundo Deportivo will publish each match
day the 1x1 of the Spanish National
Team; Mundo Deportivo's expert
journalists will analyze how each of the
squad has played one by one.

LOGO

>3 guaranteed articles
➢ 22.500 impresiones

Take over of the articles
Billboard + skies + double MPU
> 7.500 impressions per article
Faldón 5x3 y logo en cintillo editorial

Economic proposal
El 1x1 de la Selección: 5.000€

| Editorial content sponsorship

Sponsorship of the Best eleven of each phase
Link exclusively to unique content for World Cup fans

After each phase of the World Cup, Mundo
Deportivo will publish the best eleven with
the players from all the teams. At the end of
the World Cup, the best eleven of the World
Cup will be published.
This same article will have a digital presence.

>5 insertions
>37.500 impressions

Take over of the articles
Billboard + skies + double MPU
> 7.500 impressions per article

Economic proposal
El mejor 11 del Mundial: 7.000€

